
Subject: Re: The Three, Which one are you?
Posted by Darker on Thu, 10 Aug 2006 02:05:38 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Sniper_De7 wrote on Wed, 09 August 2006 20:53Darker wrote on Wed, 09 August 2006
20:19Hard to gain respect? 

Merovingian, just saying that will have gotten you tons of respect, you have only been here that
long and were already have tons of respect and was nominated for Moderator. 

Why do you insist on pretending you don't get respect. And another thing, it depends on how you
go about getting respect, and what you do with the respect you get. 

Are you trying to look better than everyone else...no AssWisers Way
Are you being Nice and helpful to the community...yes Respectfuls Way
Do you think only Inward...No AssWisers Way
Do you try to make others look stupid...No AssWisers Way

Do you quote "Ok." A something without thats not a sentence with a period, no!

You are a Respectful! Not an Asswiser

Who are you to determine if a person is trying to look better than everyone else? If I wear nice
shoes, does that mean I'm an asswiser that is trying to look better than everyone elses? There are
infinite perspectives and there is no solid way of saying a person is trying to look better. 
You also can't possible say something is a "good" or "bad" classification. For example, looking
inward, "introverts", does not mean it is a bad thing. Just because one person does not like to be
social or around others doesn't mean that's wrong. Being talkative or not is not something to label
as something as good or bad, as you clearly are doing by classifying "asswiser" as bad, otherwise
you wouldn't have put the word "ass" in it. Also, what you think as someone trying to make
you/others look stupid might be a person trying to help you. If a person encourages a person to
spell correctly and hopefully improve their grammar, why is that bad? By your logic, I could say it
is "asswiser" to not receive help from others and not learn such things.

Bottomline is there is no real way you can classify anyone into three groups and say one is worse
than the other. You cannot have all good personality traits, because there is no such thing is
something being better than the other. An introvert enjoys work like computers and working in an
office. An extrovert likes to be more sociable and may enjoy a job like salesman or working with
other people.

In fact, you're putting down others by labeling them as "asswiser" and that's a bad thing to be
apparently. So by what right do you have to even comment?

I did not classify anyone, That was my opinion of what i thought he was, which was a good
opinion. I only classified what an Asswiser was. And if you think everything i said an Asswiser
was, are good things, not bad. than i guess its only opinion, but personally i think they were all
bad things. Thinking inward is not a bad thing, but when you only think inward and don't care
about anyone else, than i consider that a bad thing. I asked at the beginning of the Post "What do
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*You think you are or are closest to" So i am really not classifying/labeling anyone . And yeah i
think that almost everyone thinks putting people down is a bad thing and so do i, If you don't, i
guess its just opinion.

So at end of what i said, i should have said "In my Opinion" rather than just saying "You are". My
mistake 
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